By Jim Capone
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Jim Capone is yet an accomplished GK artist with whom Black Heart has been privileged to work. His work has graced the pages of Kitbuilders magazine
and has impressed visitors to numerous GK conventions and modeling forums. At WonderFest 2011, Jim commented to us about a faux bronze display of
Black Heart’s Bram Stoker Tribute bust. He said he thought it would look great painted in full color. So, we challenged him to do just that and Jim
reluctantly accepted. He cautioned that it would take time because he is a very deliberate painter. We told him we were fine with that because we knew it
would be well worth the wait. We were right; Jim was right, too, because this piece looks great painted in full color. Thanks, Jim, for making us look good.
__________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________
Black Heart’s Bram Stoker Tribute Bust was a little intimidating to me. In scope, it is more like nine
or ten kits combined into one. My biggest concern was how do I paint it? Start with the Stoker
bust and work down? Or go from the bottom up? Maybe begin with one of the many incarnations
of Dracula? Completely finish each segment or gradually build them all to completion? How do
you protect the completed portions? What would be the best use of color? Should it be muted or
could a full color palette work successfully or would that be too busy and overwhelming? What
were the factual colors of these characters and objects? Was there any latitude with those colors?
How do you get them to work harmoniously together? How long would this take to finish!??!
These perceived challenges almost caused me to pass on the piece. However, I quickly became
intrigued with the challenge (Editor’s Note: Jim became “intrigued” after Black Heart’s owner
called him a “wuss” and challenged him to a bust-painting “throwdown”). I enjoy all aspects of
model work, but my primary love is painting. How can you not love a piece that offers this much
painting with no prep work, and no assembly??!! It’s also fun to work outside of the comfort zone
and push ourselves from time to time. I decided to use a full color palette and “enjoy the ride”.
Jim Capone and Bram Stoker

Each section was researched for
accuracy. Movie stills, screen captures,
web searches, as well as buildups done
by other modelers were all consulted.
They collectively served as an overall
guide, not gospel. It was surprising to
discover how many of the actors
represented in this piece had blue
eyes. Multiple references for everyone
and everything were gathered, from
Stoker and Lugosi to the wolves and Bran Castle (Pic 1).
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I began work on the lower portion of the piece using Bram’s head as a giant handle. I first experimented with a “black velvet painting” technique. The natural
colored highlights and mid-tones faded into black shadows. The result did not meet my expectations. I haven’t given up on that idea and will definitely pursue
it on a future piece. Each vignette was worked to only about 60-75% of completion. The Bela Lugosi section was the most appealing to me and so work began
there and gradually progressed around (Pics 2-3).
It was expected that repairs would be necessary as a result of colors worn away from handling. Elaborate precautions were taken to protect from that erosion
and any overspray. The entire piece was wrapped in a plastic bag, plastic wrap, and Silly Putty with only the work area exposed. Despite all the efforts, there
was some minor color loss. Fortunately because the areas were only partially done, it was easily covered when the subsequent colors were added (Pic 4).

The most prevalent colors used were black and flesh tones. A
deliberate effort was made to alter them in some way to
provide variety and prevent the appearance of overuse. The
Bela Lugosi blacks were highlighted with purple in keeping with
the stage version of his cape. Carradine blacks were done with
browns. Lee was blue and Van Sloan green. The flesh colors of
each figure were similarly handled by changing the mix of colors
to create different tones. Old Vlad is pale, Nosferatu more
mottled and sickly, Prince Vlad as flat as depicted in his famous
portrait, and the others, more natural in tone but with slight
variations (Pics 5-6).
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I met with several problems on the Brides vignette that were unrelated to the sculpt. The first
set of gown colors clashed and I was too heavy handed with the paint. The area was carefully
stripped then re-primed but not all the old paint was successfully removed. The folds in the
clothing made it difficult to completely clean and smooth the area. Two other color schemes
were attempted while problems with the surface continued. I realized that I was simply
working too fast and that was compounding my problems. After stepping away for several
days, a slow deliberate approach finally got the desired results (Pic 7).
I wanted Dracula’s castle to appear that was
lit from behind by the full moon. The night
sky and moon were completed first. A lunar
glow was implied with a light blue
corona. The overlapping clouds were
rendered to appear somewhat
translucent. The castle was done in the dark
values of its appropriate colors as they look
at night. Then thin lines of highlight colors
were applied to the edges of the walls and
rooftops facing the moon (Pic 8).
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Stoker’s description of the character Professor Van Helsing was an accurate description of Stoker himself. Publicity stills of the actor Ray Stevenson from the
movie “Kill the Irishman” provided good reference for Bram. As usual, I began dark working my way through several layers of progressively lighter colors (Pics
9- 11). Watercolors were used to deepen wrinkles and pastels added depth and subtle shading to the color. The hair was completed using a combination of
techniques: airbrush, watercolor washes, and dry brush. The iris and pupil are sculpted into the eyes. After painting, those etched lines were gradually filled
with several layers of Tamiya Clear to smooth the surface (Pic 12).
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Throughout the painting process I weighed color possibilities for the base. I decided to keep it
simple, gray with a transitional step of black. However there was too much gray to leave one flat
shade. A simple stone-like effect was used to add subtle interest and variety. The area was base
sprayed with an even application of Krylon Gray Primer. Next, Krylon Flat Black was applied in
very short, light spurts from a distance of about 18 inches. This covered the surface with
hundreds of tiny specks. The same technique was used with Krylon Flat White. A little
Transparent Rich Brown was sprayed overall to add some warmth (Pic 13).
I probably spent more time working on this piece than any other. I admit to being a very slow
painter. I hasten to add that this was one of the most satisfying paint-ups I’ve ever done. All of
my initial apprehensions were totally unfounded. A full color approach on this bust presents a lot
to paint, but no part was any more difficult than a typical kit. To anyone considering this
approach, but a little hesitant, I encourage you to go for it! The result is worth every bit of the
time and effort committed, even more!. This is an amazing piece, the standard at Black Heart
Enterprises, and it was a true pleasure to paint.
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